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POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA FORMAL CASE NO. 1062

RESPONSE TO STAFF DATA REQUEST NO. 1

QUESTION NO. 1

O. Describe in detail the power outage that occurred on Tuesday, May 31,
2011 north of Union Station near North Capitol Street in the District of
Columbia. Include in the response the duration of the outage, the number
and type of customers affected, the number of people affected and the
damages caused by the outage to Pepco's equipment and facilities, as
well as to customers'equipment.

A. The outage that occurred on Tuesday, May 31, 2011 occurred in the
Northwest Network Group which is a low voltage alternating current
(LVAC) network that is supplied from the Benning 230113 kV substation.

The Benning Northwest Network Group is a network comprised of 6
dedicated 13kV feeders (the six feeders within this group are 14531,
14535, 14536, 14537,14538, & 14539) that supply service to 47 individual
customer spot network locations utilizing 114 dedicated transformers and
associated network protectors for customers' loads and 11 transformer
and associated network protector locations that supply various customers
that are connected to the low voltage secondary grid portion of the
network. This network group's spot and LVAC networks supply electricity
to residential, commercial (small and large) and government customers in
the vicinity of "N" Street to "H' Street between New Jersey Ave and 7th

Street NE and includes both side of North Capital Street within these
perimeters (NW & NE). At each of the 47 spot network locations there
are at least 2 dedicated transformers supplied by different feeders either
of which is able to carry the full load of the spot network during peak
demand conditions. This designed redundancy allows this portion of the
network to operate reliably during peak demand with one feeder out of
service.

On May 31,2011 at 1419 hours, the feeder #14536 emanating from
Benning Substation #7 tripped offline beginning the event which eventually
fed to the pre-emptive shutdown of the Northwest Network Group at 1552
hours on May 31,2011.

Initially, Pepco reported that more than 1,500 customers were out of
service. Further analysis identified that there were 2,150 affected
customers. The breakdown of these customers is: 1,978 customers are
Residential, 119 are Small Commercial, and 53 are Large Commercial.
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The most significant change from the estimated number of customers
impacted was the addition of one location that has nearly 600 individual
meters.

The tripping of the #14536 feeder at 1419 hours was caused by a failed
primary voltage (13kV cable) splice on the #14536 feeder. The failure of
this splice caused a fault which was recognized by the breaker and relay
at the Benning Substation #7 which is designed to monitor the integrity of
the primary feeder cable. Upon recognition of the fault, the substation
breaker opened automatically to isolate the feeder and minimized any
further damage to the feeder cable. Once the feeder breaker opened it no
longer supplied power to the network and the load on the network was
picked up automatically by the remaining five feeders in the network. At
the time of the feeder #14536 fault all of six feeders supplying the Benning
Northwest Network Group were operating within their normal ratings. As
previously mentioned, the network is designed to be able to supply all load
during peak load conditions with one feeder removed, so at this point all
customers by design were able to remain in service.

The customer at 1140 North Capitol Street reported that it had no service
at 1431 hours. The service at 1140 North Capitol is a spot network and
the customer is supplied by two feeders; #14536 and #14531. The
service supplies two transformers that are connected via a secondary bus
on the secondary side of the supply transformers and network protectors.
When the #14536 feeder was de-energized by the breaker operation the
load should have been picked up by the feeder #14531. However, in this
case, the fuses associated with the low voltage network protector
connected to the transformer supplied by feeder #14531were found to be
blown. Thus the power that would have othenruise supplied service to this
customer was unavailable due to the blown fuses. The network protector
fuses were blown during this event due to the network protector on feeder
#14536 failing to open thereby causing a back feed into the failed feeder
from the feeder #14531 network protector. The fuses operated as
designed and blew to isolate this back feed and to prevent further
damage.

As a result of the feeder #14536 fault and the re-distribution of the load,
the remaining feeder loads increased. At 1435 hours, feeder #14539
reached its Short Term Emergency (STE) rating and at 1436 hours
System Operations received a report from the DC Fire Bureau of a
smoking manhole at 1't & Pierce Streets NE. Operations personnel
arrived at this location and at 1513 hours reported a fire in the manhole
involving the cables.

At 1547 hours feeder #14539 tripped thus removing a second feeder from
the Benning Northwest Network Group. At this time the System
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Operations personnel were preparing to pre-emptively shut down the
network since it was now beyond its design criteria of operating with one
feeder out of service. Prior to de-energizing the network at 1551 hours,
feeder #14531 tripped. At 1552 hours the operator at the System
Operations Control Center de-energized the remaining three feeders;
#14535, 14537 and 14538 to prevent any further damage from occurring,
thereby de-energizing the entire Benning Northwest Network Group.

As a result of the shutdown of the Benning Northwest Network Group all
customers supplied by this network were without power as of 1552 hours.
As mentioned the customer at 1140 North Capitol St. was without power
beginning at 1419 hours when feeder #14536 tripped. All of these
customers remained without power until the network was restored at 1347
hours on Thursday June 2,2011. At this time, there were several
buildings that were isolated to allow for the restoration of the remainder of
the network; these included, the 99 New York Ave. NE building, and 145
"N' Street (#1 Constitution Square - two separate spot network locations,
2 and 3 transformer spot networks respectively).

The load at the 99 New York Ave. NE building was restored at 1953 hours
on Thursday June 2, 2011. Partial load at #1 Constitution Square was
restored at 2029 hours on Thursday June 2, 2011. Additional load at #1
Constitution Square was restored at 2029 hours on Thursday, June 2,
2011. In each of these three restorations, the customers were requested
to curtail their load until allfeeders were repaired and returned to service.

Following the restoration of the network the building at 1140 North Capitol
Street experienced an outage from 1625 hours on Friday, June 3,2011
until 1710 hours on Friday June 3,2011 in order to repair the network
protector at that location. This protector was replaced with a new
protector.

It should be noted that as part of an attempted restoration effort, which will
be discussed in greater detail in response to interrogatory 1-4, that
customers had power for approximately two hours on Wednesday June 1,

2011.

During the initial outage there was damage on each of the feeders that
tripped resulting in the shutdown of the network

1. On feeder #14536, there was a cable splice failure in Manhole (MH) #
798390-192129 on Pierce St at 1't Street NE.

2. On feeder #14539, there was a cable fault between MH # 798390-
192129 on Pierce Street at 1" Street NE and MH # 798390-268129 on
1't Street at Pierce Street NE.
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3. On feeder #14531 there was a cable fault on Pierce Street east of
North Capitol Street between MH # 797390-671125 and MH # 798390-
192129.

During the attempted restoration, there was damage sustained by the
feeder #14536 which tripped during the attempted restoration of the
network and the network protector at 1140 North Capitol Street associated
with feeder #14536.

There were no reports of damaged customer equipment.
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POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA FORMAL CASE NO. 1062

RESPONSE TO STAFF DATA REQUEST NO. 1

QUESTION NO. 2

O. Describe in detail the cause of the outage. lf the outage was caused by
failures in the underground cables, as Pepco asserts in its June 1 and
June 2,2011 press releases, describe in detail the causes and modes of
those failures. Also describe in detail the make and type (PILC or other),
age, condition and maintenance history of the primary and secondary
cables and all other facilities contributing to and/or involved in the power
outages, including equipment contained in manholes. Provide the history
of past manhole inspections in the area of the outage, including the date
of the last three inspections, findings and whether there were any remedial
actions taken.

A. The cause of the shutdown of the Benning Northwest Network Group on
May 31 , 2011 was the failure of a cable splice on a portion of feeder
#14536. Additionally there were cable section failures associated with
feeders #14539 and #14531. These failures were caused by operating
the feeder beyond the feeder cables' rated thermal capability. Specifically,
the cable sizes that were in the vicinity of the 1'r St and Pierce Street on
the aforementioned feeders at the time of the outage (#2 AWG) were
smaller than the sizes that were believed to be on the system (4/0 AWG
and 350 kcmil).

Based upon the information in Pepco's Geographical Information System
(GlS) , larger cable sizes were used to evaluate the cable/feeder ratings
using Pepco's network system model in Easypower (Easypower is a
network analysis tool for evaluating capacity and power flow, which is one
of the leading product used in the industry). Additionally, the maps utilized
to operate the network by System Operations also indicated that the cable
size in the network was larger than the cable which was actually in the
network. As a result, the feeders were operated beyond their rated
thermal capabilities which resulted in cable failures. At this time there is
no reason to believe that the cables had any defects that resulted in the
realized faults. Additional planning guidelines and rating information is
provided in Pepco's answerto Question 1-3.

The cable sections and the cable splice that failed were three conductor
paper lead (belted design) cable that was installed in the 1940's. The
paper lead cable does not require routine maintenance; however it was
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inspected as part of the manhole inspection program. The cable was in
good condition and capable of performing as designed.

There were 3 manholes involved with either a cable joint failure (MH
798390-192129) or cable failures (MH 798390-268129 and MH 797390-
671125). A summary of the inspections performed for these manholes
over the last few years is furnished below:

Manhole Number Inspection Date Cable and Joint
condition

798390-1 92129 3122t2002 ok
798390-1 92129 12t03t2008 ok
798390-1 92129 8t03t2010 ok
798390-268129 3121t2002 ok
798390-268129 10129t2008 ok
797390-671125 4t12t2001 ok
797390-671125 9116t2010 ok
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POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA FORMAL CASE NO. 1062

RESPONSE TO STAFF DATA REQUEST NO. 1

QUESTION NO. 3

O. ls the cause of the outage in any way related to system capacity issues or
overload in that location? Explain. Provide detailed information as to when Pepco
carried out the most recent load flow analysis of the network group involved in
the outage, the results of such analysis, and upgrades implemented as a result
and the ambient temperatures(s) applied in such an analysis. Given all the new
development in the area of the power outage, has Pepco assessed the need for
the system upgrades? lf so describe the assessment, any proposal for upgrades
and the status of the same.

A. Analysis performed after the event shows there were overloads on feeders
(#14536, #14539 and #14531) that failed on Pierce Street, NE. The field
investigations during the outage restorations revealed that the cable in Pierce
Street, NE was #2 AWG three conductor paper-lead cable (belted) and not the
4/0 AWG or the 350 kcmil paper-lead cable that was thought to be at that
location as per Pepco's Geographic Information System (GlS) and Easypower
model.

Pepco analyzes each of its networks every two years as part of the planning
process using the Easypower software analysis tool. The last time this feeder
network was analyzed was in early 2010. Pepco uses peak feeder readings as
the basis for loading on the network feeders. Customer loads are entered into
the model and then those loads are adjusted to match the measured peak feeder
loads at the time of the network group peak. This is known as the historical base
case. Then prospective new business (PNB) load information generated by
customers that have submitted a Pepco additional load form is added to the
model to produce the planned model. In early 2010, Pepco's planners analyzed
the base historical case and added prospective new business loads at locations
where it was believed that new load was to be added through 2012. Network
planning procedures require that any cable loading that exceeds the normal
rating requires immediate corrective action. Cable loadings that are projected to
exceed 90% of the normal rating are investigated to ensure that the proper rating
has been assigned. Based on the results of these analyses new construction
may be determined. ln addition to fully analyzing each network every two years,
a historical analysis is performed each year after the summer peak period.
Loads at the substation are analyzed and compared to the predicted loads. Also
PNB loads are analyzed to determine if part or their entire load went into service
over the past year. Projected in service dates can be adjusted based on the
historical analysis.
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The planning analysis performed for this feeder group, following the summer of
2010, predicted that there would potentially be an overload in 2012 on the
mainline located on Benning Road of Feeders #14536 and #14539 of
approximately 15% and 5o/o, respectively. These projected overloads were
based upon the calculations and modeling that relied upon the cable size
information in the GIS information. As a reference, the load on the network
group at 1415 hours on May 31, 2011 (ust prior to the outage) was 35.4 MVA
while its rated capacity is 45 MVA. The underground cables are rated based on
a soil temperature assumption of 25oC (77oF).

The analysis of the 2010 historical data for the Benning Northwest Network
Group confirmed that a new network group needed to be completed by summer
2012. lt was recommended that a new six feeder network group be extended
from the Northeast substation No. 212 (Near New York Avenue and Florida
Avenues) in order to serve load in the NoMa (North of Massachusetts Avenue)
neighborhood. This new construction will relieve predicted overloads on the
Benning Northwest Network group.

The scope of this new work includes installing a new six feeder network group
from the Northeast Substation on Harry Thomas Way, NE. To accomplish this, a
new eight way duct bank and six new 600 kcmil EPR cables will be extended
from the substation along Harry Thomas Way, NE, then to R Street, NE, then to
North Capitol Street, then south to K Street where the new feeders will be spliced
into the existing Benning Northwest Network Group. The separation point
between the new group and the existing group will be at K Street and 2no Street,
NE. The existing Benning Northwest Network group will then be extended from
K Street and 3'o Street NE south along 3'o Street, NE to H Street, NE where it will
be spliced into the existing Benning Southwest Network Group. This will result in
the area bounded by K Street, NE, North Capitol Street, Second Street, NE and
O Street, NE being served by the new network group out of Northeast substation.
The modified Northwest group will serve load at K Street, NE east of 2nd Street,
NE and the along the H Street corridor from North Capitol Street to Benning
Road, NE. This work results in a summer 2012load projection of 32.4 MVA for
the Benning Northwest Network Group, well below the design rating of 45 MVA.
This work is currently in construction scheduled to be completed in early 2012.

Consistent with its standard practice, Pepco will balance the feeder loads under
normal and contingency conditions by extending all six feeders to the area of
First and M Streets, NE and distributing the load to each feeder. The normal and
emergency loading after this work will be within Pepco's established guidelines.
Since the Easypower model run in 2010 modeled the #2 AWG cable on Pierce
Street, NE as 4/0 AWG (feeder 14539) and 350 kcmil cable (feeders 14531 and
14536) there were no overloads projected for this area. The updated model with
the correct cable sizes has been analyzed and the scope of the project remains
unchanged.
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POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA FORMAL CASE NO. 1062

RESPONSE TO STAFF DATA REQUEST NO. 1

QUESTION NO. 4

O. Describe in detail Pepco's response to the outage, including service restoration
efforts, timeline and manpower schedules, community and customer outreach
efforts, and notifications to the appropriate District of Columbia agencies, the
Commission and the Office of the People's Counsel ("OPC').

A. On May 31,2011, at 1419 hours, the feeder #14536 emanating from Benning
Substation #7 tripped offline beginning the event which eventually led to the pre-
emptive shutdown of the Benning Northwest Network Group at 1552 hours on
May 31 ,2011. The tripping of the #14536 feeder at 1419 hours was caused by a
failed primary voltage (13kV cable) splice on the #14536 feeder which joined two
pieces of 13kV feeder cable. The failure of this splice caused a fault that was
recognized by the breaker and relay at the Benning Substation #7 which is
designed to monitor the integrity of the primary feeder cable.

At the time of the feeder #14536 fault all of the six feeders supplying the Benning
Northwest Network Group were operating within their normal ratings. The
network is designed to be able to supply all load during peak load conditions with
one feeder removed so at the time of the tripping of feeder #14536 all customers
were able to remain in service. When the feeder #14536 tripped the System
Operations Control Center began evaluating the present loading of the remaining
feeders to ensure that they could safely and reliably maintain service to the
network. As was expected the re-distribution of the load caused the remaining
feeder loads to increase. At 1435 hours, feeder 14539 reached its Short Term
Emergency (STE) rating and at 1436 hours System Operations received a report
from the DC Fire Bureau of a smoking manhole at 1" Street & Pierce Streets NE.
At 1513 hours Operations personnel reported afire in the reported manhole. At
1547 hours feeder #14539 tripped thus removing a second feeder from supplying
the Benning Northwest Network Group. At this time System Operations
personnel were preparing to pre-emptively shut down the network since it was
now beyond its design criteria of operating with one feeder out of service. At
1551 hours, prior to de-energizing the network feeder #14531 tripped. At 1552
hours the operator at the System Operations Control Center de-energized the
remaining three feeders; #14535, 14537 and 14538 thereby de-energizing the
entire Benning Northwest Network Group.

System Operations personnel with field Operations who were already responding
to the network event mobilized to respond to the network shutdown. At 1900
hours using the lncident Command System (lCS), Pepco formally coordinated all
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the Company's efforts by activating its Incident Management Team (lMT). The
IMT held its first meeting at 1900 hours and made plans for the restoration of the
network and established appropriate internal and external communication. ln
addition to the IMT lead, an on-site Incident Commander was established who
coordinated the efforts in the field and 24 hour coverage was established to
ensure continuity and continued focus on safely restoring the network. The PHI's
Logistics lead supplied a Command Trailer with appropriate communication
capabilities and all necessary personnel were mobilized consistent with the IMT
Incident Response Plan. The following discussion will focus on the Operational
response and service restoration efforts associated with the network restoration.
On June 1,2011, at 0700 hours the IMT convened to evaluate the present
condition and lead the safe restoration of the network. lt was reported that the
cable joint fault on feeder #14536 that initiated the event was repaired and that
the feeder cable for feeder #14531 and #14539 had both been tested and the
tests indicated that there were faults present on the feeders. The location of the
respective faults was unknown at this point but field personnel were working to
identify the locations of the faults. In conjunction with the work focused on
restoration of the primary feeders, Planning and Analysis was analyzing the
network for any possible secondary grid issues.

On June 1,2011, at 1100 hours the IMT convened to update their efforts to
ensure safe and timely restoration of the network. Cable fault location had been
identified on feeder #14539 and plans were established to repair this feeder and
a contingency plan was developed to run a temporary primary shunt over the
street to expedite the restoration of the network, if necessary.

On June 1,2011, al1245 hours the IMT convened to update their plans. All IMT
personnel were notified that the Estimated Time of Restoration (ETR) had been
published for midnight the evening of June 1,2011. At this meeting it was
communicated that the cable failure on feeder #14539 had been located on
Pierce Street between North Capitol Street and 1't Street NE and that a spare
duct was available and would be utilized to install a new section of cable. With
this information and in an effort to expedite the restoration of the network, the
IMT established a plan to restore the Benning Northwest Network Group with five
of the six feeders, consistent with the design guidelines of this network. As part of
the plan, once the fault was identified, repairs or replacement of the faulted cable
on feeder #14531 would continue beyond the restoration of the network which
would be achieved through energizing five feeders.

On June 1,2011, at1318 hours the IMT convened and the Estimated Time of
Restoration (ETR) was determined and communicated that the restoration time
remained at midnight the evening of June 1, 2011. This information was
subsequently communicated to DCHSEMA, DCPSC staff and OPC.

On June 1,2011, at 1530 hours the IMT convened to evaluate the present status
of their restoration efforts. They communicated that the feeder #14536 had been
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tested after repairs had been made and that the cable was ready to be placed in
service. Additionally, the work was progressing and repairs were underway for
the splicing necessary on feeder #14539. Lastly, the fault on feeder #14531 had
been identified at Pierce Street east of North Capitol Street.

On June 1,2011, at 2102 hours the Benning Northwest Network Group was
restored with 5 feeders in service with feeder #14531 remaining out of service
pending the completion of repairs. At2103 hours feeder #14539 tripped leaving
the network energized with four feeders. At this time, System Operations Control
Center personnel and Engineering personnel evaluated the loads on each feeder
and determined that the network could remain energized notwithstanding reports
of smoking manholes or the loss of any of the remaining 4 feeders and that the
immediate concern would be focused on the secondary grid portion of the LVAC
network. Accordingly, Network crews were assigned to check the LVAC network
for open network protectors and Underground crews were taking load readings of
the system at key locations on the secondary grid. At 2158 hours, System
Operations made an internal notification that the network was restored and that
feeder #14539 had tripped immediately following the restoration but that the
network was stable.

On June 1, 2011, at 2249 hours feeder #14536 tripped and the remaining
feeders supplying the Benning Northwest Network Group were de-energized by
System Operations thereby de-energizing the entire network. As a result, the
ETR of midnight June 1, 2011 for the restoration of the network was not met.
Although this was originally communicated as a separate event, further
evaluation of the sequence of events leading up to the shutdown of the network
on June 1, 2011 yielded that this effort was an unsuccessful attempt to restore
the network.

On June 2, 2011, at 0237 hours System Operations in conjunction with the on-
site Incident Commander began opening the network protectors associated with
various spot network locations in order to reduce the load that would be realized
upon the next restoration attempt for the Benning Northwest Network Group. At
0257 hours field personnel reported that temporary repairs were made to feeder
#14531 and that the feeder would be available to be restored.

On June 2, 2011 at 0700 hours the IMT convened to evaluate the restoration
plan and ensure that all issues were being addressed expeditiously. At this time
it was communicated by the IMT that the ETR was established for 1200 hours on
June 2, 2011.

On June 2,2011, at1030 hours the IMT convened to evaluate the status of the
restoration relative to the ETR that was provided. At this time feeders #14536
and #14531 had repairs completed to the faults that were identified on each. The
cable fault identified on feeder #14539 was being repaired. Accordingly, the plan
remained to restore the Benning Northwest Network Group by 1200 hours
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utilizing all six feeders. lt was determined that upon restoration of the network,
crews would perform equipment and load checks at strategic locations
throughout the LVAC network. Additionally, the customers that were isolated on
1'I Street would be energized through a coordinated effort between System
Operations and field personnel.

On June 2, 2011, at 1230 hours the IMT convened to discuss energizing the
entire Benning Northwest Network Group. The cable repairs were performed on
feeder 14536 but satisfactory testing was required before this feeder could be
energized and a decision was made not to energize the remaining five feeders
and thus the Benning Northwest Network Group at this time. This precluded the
restoration of the entire Network Group by noon on June 2,2011 as had been
communicated to the public. lt was decided to test feeder #14536 again before
returning the network to service with only 5 of 6 feeders. At 1313 hours the
testing on feeder #14536 was unsuccessful which precluded the energizing of
that feeder.

At 1347 hours on June 2, 2011, the Benning Northwest Network Group was
restored with 5 of its 6 feeders. The majority of customers were restored.
Several large customers; those that were isolated (via open network protectors)
on June 2,2011 at0237 hours (as discussed above), were asked to curtail load.
Several other buildings coordinated with field Operations personnel and System
Operations to slowly bring the addition of load.

On June 2,2011, at 1800 hours the IMT convened to discuss the work plan
associated with making permanent repairs where temporary repairs had been
made. The permanent repairs included installing larger cables in existing spare
ducts up to 1tt Street and "M" Street NE and removing the temporary over the
ground primary shunts.

On June 2,2011, at 1953 hours the 99 New York Ave. NE building was restored
to full power. At2029, one of the two secondary network protectors at the spot
network at #1 Constitution - Center Group was closed restoring full power to that
building. Also at 2029 hours two of the three secondary network protectors at the
spot network at #1 Constitution - East Group were closed restoring full power to
that building.

On June 3,2011 at1100, hours the IMT convened to discuss plans to continue
to make permanent repairs to the Northwest Network Group. Specifically, work
continued on feeder #14536 and a fault was located at 2041 hours on June 2,
2011 in a temporary splice at 1't Street and Pierce Street. Repairs were being
made at that location and the feeder was anticipated to be available for
energizing by 1400 hours on June 3,2011. Additionally, PHI's Logistics procured
3 generators (2-1500kW and 1-1000kW) that would be utilized to offset load
while making permanent repairs to the network.
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At 1535 hours on June 3, 2011, feeder #14536 was closed in by System
Operations in an attempt to restore service to the feeder and restore the network
to all six feeders. However, upon closing the feeder it tripped and the breaker at
the Benning Substation opened de-energizing the feeder #14536 once again. At
1625 hours field Operations personnel investigating the tripping of feeder #14536
identified a network protector at 1140 North Capitol Street which mis-operated by
failing to open on backfeed.l As a result the network protector was damaged
and needed to be replaced. In addition a section of the above ground temporary
feeder shunt installed on feeder #14536 was damaged. Accordingly, System
Operations and the on-site Incident Commander decided to concentrate their
efforts on making permanent repairs to feeder #14536 instead of attempting to
make another temporary repair.

On June 3, 2011, at 2200 hours the IMT convened to prioritize the work
necessary to make permanent repairs to the network. Permanent repairs were to
be made by installing new larger sized cable to feeders #14536, #14539 and
#14531 in this priority order. The permanent cable had been installed for the
feeders #14539 and #14531 but splicing to replace this cable had not begun and
would wait until feeder #14536 could be installed and spliced in order to restore
the Northwest Network Group to six feeders. Once the six feeders were restored
outages could be scheduled to remove feeders #14539 and #14531 in order to
make permanent splices to the new cable and make permanent repairs. At this
meeting it was reported that three generators (1-1500kW for 99 New York Ave.
NE and 1-1500kW & 1-1000kW for 1201 1st Street NE) were on site. The
1500kW Generator for the 99 New York Ave. NE building was in the process of
being connected and would be completed that evening and the 99 New York
Ave. NE building would transfer load to the generator the next morning. During
this load transfer, no load was to be shed. Once the generator is energized, it
would serve approximately half of the building load without requiring the load
curtailment. The other 1500kW & 1000kW Generators for the 1st Street NE
services were not energized and were on standby. The network protector that
mis-operated at 1140 North Capitol Street was replaced and was being tested
before being placed in service.

On June 4,2011, at 1000 hours the on-site lncident Commander reported that all
new cable sections had been installed and that splicing was in progress on
feeder #14536. He indicated further that splicing was expected to be complete
by 1800 hours at which time the feeder could be tested and processed to be

1 The location at 1140 North Capitol Street is a two transformer spot network. Each of the transformers, which is capable of
supplying the entire load at the facility, is supplied by different primary feeders; #14536 and #14531. The secondary of each
transformer is banked together via secondary bus work. The transformers are connected to the bus work through the use of
a fused network protector. Because of the banking of the secondary, the network protectors are designed via relaying to
open if power begins to flow from the bus work back through the transformer to the primary feeder. In this instance, when
the feeder #14536 tripped, its associated network protector at 1140 North Capitol Street did no open and as a result feeder
#14531 backfeed through the common bus work to feeder #14536. This backfeed damaged the above ground shunt and
terminated when the fuses associated with the feeder #14531 network protector opened.
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restored and the remaining splicing for the new larger cable could be completed
on feeders #14539 and #14531. On June 4,2011, at 1100 hours the IMT
convened to review the plan and ensure that all work was progressing as
anticipated. System Operations and Engineering personnel were working
together to monitor the loading of the network.

On June 5, 2011, at 0116 hours feeder #14536 was restored to service by
System Operations thereby restoring the Northwest Network Group to all six
feeders. The loading on all six feeders was analyzed and found to be consistent
with the plan. Feeder #14539 was removed from service to reroute the feeder
and connect the larger new cable. All loads for the remaining five feeders were
analyzed and found to be as designed; and at2118 hours feeder #14539 was
restored to service upon completion of splicing and testing. Again all loads were
analyzed and found to be within acceptable limits; and feeder #14531 was
removed from service at 2336 hours to reroute the feeder and connect the larger
new cable. On June 6,2011, while feeder #14531was removed from service the
1500kW generator connected at the 99 New York Ave. NE building was running
carrying 650kW of load measured at 1230 hours on June 6,2011 and the two
generators (1-1SOOkW and 1-1OOOkW) remained on standby at the 1't Street
location. Engineering continued to review loading on the network while feeder
#14531 remained out of service.

At 2042 hours on June 6, 2011, feeder #14531 was returned to service after
splicing had been completed and the feeder tested positively, returning the
Northwest Network Group to normal operation with all six feeders energized. All
network protectors in the network were checked to ensure proper operating
condition and all phasing was confirmed where work had been completed. At
2301 hours on June 6, 2011, the IMT lead began the demobilization of the
emergency response that began at 1900 hours on May 31,2011 and the IMT
was demobilized.

Manpower Schedules. Communitv and Gustomer Outreach and
Notifications

Within minutes of the 1't feeder outage report, feeder #14536 at 1419 hours on
May 31, Pepco's Field Operations and Restoration personnel arrived on site.
Attachment 4-1 provides the field restoration staffing levels from May 31't thru
the end of this event.

During the Northwest Network Group Outage event from May 31, 2011 through
June 6, 2011, Pepco communicated with its customers and government officials
through a series of communication vehicles including:

1. Electronic mail

2. Website postings (official press releases) - Attachment4-2

3. Phone calls
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Outbound calls to affected customers

Direct outreach to participants in the Company's Emergency Medical
Notification Program

The Alert DC system

The District of Columbia Department of Transportation Live Traffic Alert
system

Key Account Managers

Company personnel who were on-site to perform customer outreach and
respond to customer inquiries, and,

Company personnel were on site conducting media interviews

The following District of Columbia government entities received ongoing
communication throughout the outage event and phased-in restorations:

The Mayor, the City Administrator, the Deputy Mayor for Public Safety and
Justice, the Director of the Homeland Security and Emergency Management
Agency and Staff, the Director of the Mayor's Office of Neighborhood
Engagement and Staff, the Communications Director for the Executive Office of
the Mayor, the Director of the Department of Public Works, the Director of the
District Department of Transportation and Staff, the Office of the Chancellor and
Staff, the Public Service Commission, the Office of the People's Counsel, Council
members and Staff representing the affected areas, Advisory Neighborhood
Commissioners representing the affected Wards, and the Chairman of the
Council and Staff.

Attachment 4-3 provides a log of communications with the names and time of
these communications.

Pepco conducted conference calls with various federal agencies.
Government Affairs and Public Policy coordinated with the Deputy Mayor for
Public Safety and Justice and the Homeland Security and DC Emergency
Management Agency to ensure that cooting centers were operating in the areas
affected by the outage and to assist the Company in getting updated messaging
on the status of the outage to all relevant District agencies and to residents
through the Alert System.

Pepco initiated outbound calls to affected customers on May 31 and June
1. The outbound call message details are:

Campaign 1on May 31,2011: Starfl 19=22PM
This is a message from Pepco. We have experienced an underground outage in
your area that will likely extend into tomorrow morning. We are currently
evaluating the damage to our underground system and will provide an estimated
restoration time once the assessment has been completed. We encourage you
to check back periodically for updates. We understand that being without power
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in the heat is uncomfortable and we wanted to make sure you were aware of the
situation so that you can make the appropriate plans for you and your family. We
ask for your patience as we work around the clock to restore your service.

Campaign 2 on June 1,2011: Start: 16:20 PM

This is an updated message from Pepco concerning the status of your outage.
Crews continue to repair damage to underground cables that serve your area.

The outage was caused by failures in cables that are part of an underground
network that provides power to this area. We expect all customers affected by
this outage to be restored by midnight tonight, barring any unforeseen
circumstances. A cooling center is open for affected customers at the Walker
Jones Education Campus, located at 1125 New Jersey Avenue Northwest. We
understand that being without power in the heat is uncomfortable and we wanted
to make sure you were aware of the situation so that you can make the
appropriate plans for you and your family. We thank you for your patience as we
work to restore your service.

Pepco made email notifications to DC PSC of this event consistent with DC PSC
requirements. Pepco makes automatic notifications for "events" within Pepco's
DC territory; if (1) an outage greater than 100 customers (regardless of duration)
(2) an outage is greater than 8 hours in duration (regardless of customer count).

Pepco's OMS (Outage Management System) has these criteria built into its logic.
lf an outage meets the above criteria, then an automated email page is sent to
the DC PSC representatives from Pepco's OMSAdmin@pepcoholdinos.com
email.

During this event the notification emails were sent to DC-PSC and OPC staff.

Attachment44 provides summary of these email notifications.
Pepco's Internal RIC (Resource Information Coordinator) personnel advised
outside agencies on a regular basis. Attachment 4-5 provides a summary of
this information.
Pepco's Key Account Management staff held several discussions with
designated staff members at GSA, Stonebridge Carras, NOMA and other major
customer account managers in the area.
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PePco
A PHlCompong

701 Ninth Street NW
Washington, DC 20068

pepco,com

NYSE: POM

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

May 31 ,2011

Media Contact Clay Anderson
202-872-2680 (office)

canderson@pepcoholdings.com

Pepco Investigates Power Outage in the District of Columbia
Repair Crews Now Determining Extent of Damage

WASHINGTON - Pepco crews continue to perform the necessary assessment needed to determine the

cause and extent of the outage that occurred earlier today in N.E. and portions of N.W., Washington, D,C.

The damage assessment phase provides information concerning system impact(s) and is essential in guiding

the restoration effort. Currently it appears there is damage to our underground electric system. The extent of

the damage has yet to be determined, Only when the extent of the damage is determined will an Estimated

Time of Restoration (ETR) be provided. Because the assessment may confirm major damage to our electric

system in this area, customers could be without power until tomonow.

Pepco advises any customers who have special needs, such as special medical equipment, to invoke their

emergency plans,

####

Pepco, a subsidiary of Pepco Holdings, Inc. (NYSE: POIQ, delivers safe, reliable and aflordable electric service to more then 778,000 custotners

in Maryland and the District of Columbie



Pepco
A PHlCompong

NEWS RELEAS
701 Ninth Street NW

Washington, DC 20068
pepco,com

NYSE: POM

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

June 1 ,2011- 10:00 a.m.

Media Contact Bob Hainey
202-872-2680 (office)

rshainey@pepcoholdings. com

Pepco Crews Continue to Repair Damage to Underground Network
Pepco is Reaching out to Affected Cwtomers

WASHINGTON - Pepco crews continue to work safely around the clock to restore power to more than

1,500 residential and commercial customers north of Union Station near North Capitol Street following

yesterday afternoon's outage caused by damage to several underground cables.

The outage was caused by failures in at least three underground cables that are part of a "network"

that provides power to the affected area. Crews worked throughout the night and completed initial repairs,

Crews continue to work to locate and repair the remaining cable failues or "faults," Power will likely remain

out until this evening; once Pepco determines the locations of the remaining faults, the company will provide

a more accurate estimate of when power will be fully restored.

Pepco representatives are contacting residential and commercial customers in the affected area to give

updates,

Pepco is coordinating with the District of Columbia govenmtent throughout this event.

A cooling center is open for affected customers at the Walker Jones Education Campus, located at

I125 New Jersey Avenue N,W.

Pepco advises any customers who have special needs, such as special medical equipment, to activate

their emergency plans. All customers should take appropriate measures to deai with the extreme heat

forecasted for today.

For additional updates, follow Pepco at Twitter.com/PepcoConnect.

###

Pepco, a subsidiary of Pepco Holdings, Inc. (NYSE: POM), delivers nfe, reliable and a/fordable electric semice to morc than 778,000 customers

in Maryland and the District of Columbia



pePGo
A PHI Compong

NEWS RELEASE
701 Ninth Street NW

Washington, DC 20068
pepco.com

NYSE: POM

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

June 1 ,2011- 2:00 p.m.

Media Contact: Bob Hainey
202-872-2680 (office)

rshainey@pepcoholdin gs.com

Pepco Estirnates Midnight Restoration for Underground Network
Pepco Crews are Repairing Additional (Inderground Cable Problems

Cooling Center to Remain Open Until Power Restored

WASHINGTON - Pepco crews have identified the location of a second wrderground cable failure linked

to yesterday's outage affecting more than 1,500 residential and commercial customers north of Union Station

near North Capitol Street.

Pepco expects to restors power to affected customers by midnight. The outage was caused by failures

in undergrotind cables that are part of a "network" that provides power to the affected area. Crews worked as

quickly and safely as possible last night to make initial repairs. Today, Pepco crews located and began

repairs to the second cable failure.

Pepco representatives continue to contact residential and commercial customers in the affected area to

give updates.

A cooling center at the Walker Jones Education Campus, 1125 New Jersey Ave., N.W. will remain

open until all power is restored. Pepco has coordinated with the District of Columbia govenrment throughout

this event.

Pepco advises any customers who have special needs, such as special medical equipment, to activate

their emergency plans. All customers should take appropriate measures to deal with the extreme heat.

Pepco is prepared to respond to any additional outages that may be caused by severe weather later

today,

Customers are encouraged to call l-877-737-2662 to report outages.

(Continued)



Outage Update Page2

Here are some tips to help prepare for outages:

o Assemble an emergency storm kit. Include a battery-powered radio or television, flashlight,

first-aid kit, battery-powered or windup clock, extra batteries, non-perishable food, manual

can opener, bottled water, any necessary medications and a list of emergency phone numbers.

o Make swe there is a home telephone with a cord or cell phone to use as a backup, Cordless

telephones require electricity to operate, and won't work if there is an outage.

o Identify a place for emergency shelter in case of an extended outage. It is important that

customers with special needs or their caregivers take responsibility to make anangements

ahead of time to prepare for potentially long-lasting service intemrptions.

###

Pepco, a subsidiary of Pepco Holdings, Inc. (NYSE: POM), delivers safe, reliable and afordable electric service to more than 778,000 customers

in Maryland and the District of Columbia



Pep
A PHlCompong

NEWS RELEASE
701 Ninth Street NW

Washington, DC 20068
pepco.com

NYSE: POM

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

June 2, 2011 -4:00 a.m.

Media Contact Glay Anderson
202-872-2680 (office)

canderson@pepcoholdings.com

Additional Damage to Underground Network Extends Restoration Time
Cooling Center to Remain Open Until Power Restored

WASHINGTON - About 9 p.m. Wednesday night, Pepco crews restored power to customers in

neighborhoods along North Capitol Street in the District of Columbia.

Approximately an hour later, the cables that serve that area failed again, causing a nelry outage.

Pepco crews are on the scene making repairs and estimate it will take until noon on Thursday for

power to be restored to the majority of customers, barring additional issues.

Some commercial customers will be restored on a phased basis throughout the day on Thursday.

Pepco urges affected customers to find cooling relief.

The cooling center at the Walker Jones Education Campus, I125 NewJersey Ave., N.W., will remain

open until all power is restored.

For additional updates, follow Pepco at Twitter.comlPepcoConnect.

###

Pepco, a subsidiary olPepco Holdings, Inc. (NYSE: POM), delivers safe, reliable and afordable ekclric service to more than 778,000 cwtomers

ln Maryland and the District of Columbia



pGo
A PHlCompong

NEWS RELEAS
701 Ninth Street NW

Washington, DC 20068
pepco.crm

NYSE: POM

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

June 2, 2011 - 3:30 p,m.

Media Contacl Bob Hainey
202-872-2680 (office)

rshainey@pepcoholdings.com

Power Restored to Majority of Customers
in North Capitol Street Area

Permanent Repairs lltill Span Several Days

WASHINGTON - Pepco has restored power to the majority of customers in the North Capitol Street area

who were affected by an outage Wednesday night. To prevent a sudden overload of the electric system, some

of the large complexes are being restored on a phased basis today. Pepco is working closely with the

building managers to coordinate the phase in,

"This restoration was a team effort involving many crews that worked continuously in the extreme

heat to get the job done," said Thomas H. Graham, President Pepco Region. "Our orsws will remain on the

scene to perform additional repairs and testing to ensure that no further problems arise."

Pepco crews laid temporary cables above ground in order to expedite rostoring customers. With the

temporary work completed, crews will begin working on permanent repairs to the underground network.

This work will take several days. Dwing construction, a number of side streets will be closed. The impact to

traffic is expected to be minimal.

For additional updates, follow Pepco at Twitter.comlPepcoConnect,

w#
Pepco, a subsidiary of Pepco Holdings, Inc. (NYSE: POM), delivers safe, reliable and affordable electric semice to more than 778,000 customers

in Marylandand tlc Distrlct of Columbia



PePco
A PHlCornpong

NEWS RELEASE
701 Ninth Street NW

Washington, DC 20068
pepco.com

NYSE: POM

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

June 2, 2011 - 9:00 p.m.

Media Contact Bob Hainey
202-872-2680 (office)

rshainey@pepcoholdings.com

Power Restored to Sibley Plaza Apartments
Permanent Repairs Will Span Several Dryt

WASHINGTON, D.C. - Pepco has restored power to the Sibley Plaza Aparlrnents, a senior and liamily

residential facility located at 1140 North Capitol St., N,W., Washington, D.C.

As Pepco crews continued to perform additional repairs and testing in the North Capitol Street area to

ensure no further problems arose, the Sibley Plaza Apartment complex experienced an outage due to blown

fuses.

The blown fuses have been replaced allowing the restoration of power.

"Pepco would like to thank the District of Columbia govemment for its continuous support throughout

this event," said Thomas H. Graham, President Pepco Region. "Cooling buses were immediately deployed to

assist the residents as crews worked expeditiously to restore power."

Pepco crews will continue to work on permanent repairs to the underground network. Dwing

constuction, a number of side streets will be closed. The impact to traffic is expected to be minimal.

The installation of permanent cable will take several days to complete.

For additional updates, follow Pepco at Twitter.com/PepcoConnect.

###

Pepco, a subsidiary of Pepco Holdings, Inc. (NYSE: POM), delNers safe, reliable and affordable electric service to more than 778,000 cuslomers

in Maryland and the District of Columbia



Pco
A PHlCornpong

NEWS RELEASE
701 Ninth Street NW

Washington, DC 20068
pepco.com

NYSE: POM

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

June 3, 2011 - 4:30 p.m.

Media Contact: Bob Hainey

202-872-2680 (office)
rshainey@pepcoholdings.com

Temporary Repairs Remain Successful
Permanent Repairs Will Span Several Days

WASHINGTON, D.C. - The temporary cable repairs remain successful in the North Capitol Street area.

Pepco crews remain on site to monitor the situation while other crews make permanent repairs.

Some large customers are still being asked to curtail load so that the network system is not

overloaded. Pepco is bringing in tfuee large generators to provide power so those customers can retum to

their full load, and account managers are working closely with building managers to coordinate the phase in.

"The network that serves this area of the District of Columbia is generally very reliable," said

Thomas Graham, Pepco Region President. "We haven't experienced an outage on this network in decades."

Pepco crews will remain on site and work around the clock until the permanent repairs are completed.

A significant amount of personnel, equipment and materials will be involved. The installation of new cable

will be partially complete on Monday and fully completed by Tuesday. During construction, a number of

side sheets will be closed. The impact to traffic is expected to be minimal.

For additional updates, follow Pepco at Twitter.com/PepcoConnect.

###

Pepco, a subsidiary of Pepco Holdings, Inc. (NYSE: POM), delivers safe, reltable and afordable electric service to more than 778,000 customers

in Maryland and the District ofColumbia



PEP
A PHlCompong

NEWS R:ELEASE
701 Ninth Street NW

Washington, DC 20068
pepco.com

NYSE: POM

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

June 5, 201 1

Media Contact Bob Hainey

202372-2680 (office)
rshainey@pepcoholdings.com

Permanent Repairs Completed on Two of the Three Underground Cables on N. Capitol
Crews will continue to work non-stop through Monday on permanent repairs

WASHINGTON, D,C. - Permanent repairs have been completed on two of the three underground cables on

N. Capitol Street that lost power last Tuesday evening. Crews will continue to work non-stop through

Monday to make permanent repairs on the other cable.

Following last week's outage and while permanent repairs were underway, aboveground temporary

cables were used to retl.rn affected customers to service.

While permanent repairs are underway, street closures will affect First Street, NE between L and M

Street, NE, and Pierce Street, NE between N. Capitol Street, NE and First Stree! NE. A section of the curb

lane on N. Capitol Street, NE, at the intersection of L and N. Capitol Street, NE, will be closed through

Monday evening rush how.

For additional updates, follow Pepco at Twitter.com/PepcoConneot.

###

Pepco, a subsidiary of Pepco Holdings, Inc. (NYSE: POM), delivers safe, reliable and afordable electric semice to more than 778,000 cwlomers

ln Maryland and the District olColumbio



A PHI Compong

NEWS RELEASE
701 Ninth Street NW

Washington, DC 20068
pepco.com

NYSE: POM

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
June 6, 201 1

Media Contact Bob HaineY

202-872-2680 (ofiice)
rshainey@pepcoholdin gs.com

Pepco Crews Complete Permanent Repairs on Underground in North Capitol Area

WASHINGTON, D.C, - Permanent repairs have been completed on all of the three utderground

cables in the North Capitol Street area that lost power last Tuesday evening. Following last week's outage

while permanent repairs were turderway, all customers remained in service.

"We thank our customers for their cooperation, patience and understanding,'o said Thomas H.

Graham, President Pepco Region.

Pierce Street, N.E. between North Capitol Street, N.E. and First Street, N.E. will remain closed until

Wednesday morning. Other streets in the area that were closed while permzment repairs were made are open.

For additional updates, follow Pepco at Twitter.com/PepcoConnect.

###

Pepco, asubsidiary ofPepco Holdtngs, Inc, (NYSE: POM), delivers safe, reliable andaffordable electricservlce to more lhan789'000 customers

in Maryland and the District of Columbia.



First set of email notifications related to the outage, related to the beginning of the
outage:

Sent via email - 5l31l1l 4:05pm
PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>100 customers]
Event #1301438
Location: 200 K ST NW #001 , WASHINGTON DC 200015501
Fdr: 14537
Customers Out: 134
Began: 05-31-11 15:55
ETR: 05-31-11 22:00
Cause: UNKNOWN

Sent via email - 5131/,11 4:11pm
PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>100 customers]
Event #1301443
LOCAI|ON: 750 1ST ST NE, WASHINGTON DC 200024241
Fdr: 14535
Customers Out:427
Began: 05-31-11 15:56
ETR: 05-31-11 23:00
Cause: UNKNOWN

Sent via email - 5131/,11 4:05pm
PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>100 customers]
Event #1301445
Location: 1200 N CAPITOL ST NW.APT A603, WASHINGTON DC 200027510
Fdr: 14539
Customers Out: 261
Began: 05-31-11 15=57
ETR: 05-31-11 23.00
Cause: UNKNOWN

Sent via email - 5131111 4:01pm
PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>100 customers]
Event #1301446
Location: 901 NEW JERSEY AV NW#1007, WASHINGTON DC 200015286
Fdr: 14538
Customers Out: 183
Began:05-31-11 15:58
ETR: 05-31-11 20:00
Cause: UNKNOWN

Sent via email - 5131111 4=12pm

PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>100 customers]
Event #1301454
Location: 201 | ST NE #904, WASHINGTON DC 200024471
Fdr: 14535



a

a

Customers Out:414
Began:05-31-11 16:00
ETR: 05-31-11 23:00
Cause: UNKNOWN

No email notification sent for feeders 14531and 14536 outages due to not meeting
the greater than 100 customer's criteria (customer counts of 80 and 67 respectively).

Second set of email notifications related to the outage, related to eight hours into the
outage: At this stage, we were still in evaluating the extent of damage and hence,
ETR

. were not available.
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Sent - 5131/,11 10:31pm
PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>8 hrs]
Event #1 301 396
Location: 1140 N CAPITOL ST NW. WASHINGTON DC 200027583
Fdr: 14531
Customers Out: 80
Began: 05-31-11 14231
ETR: UNAVAILABLE
Cause: UNKNOWN

Sent - 5/31111 11:55pm
PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>8 hrs]
Event #1301438
Location: 200 K ST NW #001, WASHINGTON DC 200015501
Fdr: 14537
Customers Out: 162
Began:05-31-11 15:55
ETR: UNAVAILABLE
Cause: WE ARE CURRENTLY EXPERIENCING POWER OUTAGES IN

Sent - 5/,31111 11:57pm
PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>8 hrs]
Event #1301445
Location: 1200 N CAPITOL ST NW.APT A603. WASHINGTON DC 200027510
Fdr: 14539
Customers Out: 354
Began:05-31-11 15:57
ETR: UNAVAILABLE
Cause:WE ARE CURRENTLY EXPERIENCING POWER OUTAGES lN



Sent - 5/,31111 11:57pm
PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>8 hrs]
Event #1301435
Location: 145 N ST NE #A, WASHINGTON DC20002-3371
Fdr: 14536
Customers Out: 24
Began: 05-31-11 15:57
ETR: UNAVAILABLE
Cause: UNKNOWN

Sent - 5/,31111 11:57pm
PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>8 hrs]
Event #1301436
Location: 750 1sr ST NE, WASHTNGTON DC 200024241
Fdr: 14535
Customers Out: 428
Began:05-31-11 15:56
ETR: UNAVAILABLE
Cause: WE ARE CURRENTLY EXPERIENCING POWER OUTAGES lN

Sent - 5131111 11:59pm
PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>8 hrs]
Event #1301446
Location: 901 NEW JERSEY AV NW#1007, WASHINGTON DC 200015286
Fdr: 14538
Customers Out: 452
Began: 05-31-11 15:58
ETR: UNAVAILABLE
Cause:WE ARE CURRENTLY EXPERIENCING POWER OUTAGES IN

Third set of email notifications related to the outage, related to the second failure into the
outage.

Sent - 6/,1111 10:49pm
PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>100 customers]
Event #1 3021 09
Location: 1200 N CAPITOL ST NW *APT 8804. WASHINGTON DC 200027521
Fdr: 14539
Customers Out: 261
Began: 06-01-1 1 22=45
ETR: 06-02-11 02:00
Cause: UNKNOWN



Sent - 611111 10:55pm
PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>100 customers]
Event #1302113
Location: 250 K SR NE #317, WASHINGTON DC 20002-3381
Fdr: 14538
Customers Out: 206
Began: 06-01-1 1 22=53
ETR: 06-02-11 03:00
Cause: WE ARE CURRENTLY EXPERIENCING POWER OUTAGES lN

Sent - 611/,1110:55pm

PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>100 customers]
Event #1302111
Location: 201 I ST NE #811, WASHINGTON DC 200024469
Fdr: 14535
Customers Out: 411
Began: 06-01-11 22:51
ETR: 06-02-11 03:00
Cause: UNKNOWN

Sent - 6/,1111 11:00pm
PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>100 customers]
Event #1302122
Location: 200 K ST NW#504, WASHINGTON DC 200015505
Fdr: 14537
Customers Out: 134
Began: 06-01-11 22:54
ETR: 06-02-11 03:00
Cause:WE ARE CURRENTLY EXPERIENCING POWER OUTAGES IN

Sent- 6l,111111:14pm

PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>100 customers]
Event #1302118
Location: 901 NEWJERSEYAV NW#513. WASHINGTON DC 2OOO1-1445
Fdr: 14538
Customers Out: 183
Began: 06-01-11 22=55
ETR: 06-02-11 06:00
Cause: UNKNOWN

Sent - 612111 12:21am
PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>100 customers]
Event #1302115
Location: 1145 3RD ST NE, WASHTNGTON DC 200023405
Fdr: 14537
Customers Out: 162
Began: 06-01-11 22:51
ETR: 06-02-11 12:OO

Cause:WE ARE CURRENTLY EXPERIENCING POWER OUTAGES lN



Fourth set of email notifications related to the outage, related to eight hours into the 2no

outage:

Sent - 61U1106:45am
PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>8 hrs]
Event #1 3021 09
Location: 1200 N CAPITOL ST NW *APT 8804. WASHINGTON DC 200027521
Fdr: 14539
Customers Out: 356
Began: 06-01-1 1 22:45
ETR: 06-02-11 12:00
Cause: DUE TO AN UNDERGROUND CABLE FAULT. WE ARE EXPERIENCING
OUTAGES IN

Sent - 61211106:49am

PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>8 hrs]
Event #1302110
Location: 131 M ST NE. WASHINGTON DC 20002-0000
Fdr: 14536
Customers Out: 23
Began: 06-01-1 1 22:49
ETR: 06-02-11 12.00
Cause: DUE TO AN UNDERGROUND CABLE FAULT. WE ARE EXPERIENCING
OUTAGES IN

Sent - 61A1106:52am
PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>8 hrs]
Event #1302111
Location: 201 | ST NE #811, WASHINGTON DC 200024469
Fdr: 14535
Customers Out: 425
Began: 06-01-1 1 22=51
ETR: 06-02-11 12:00
Cause: DUE TO AN UNDERGROUND CABLE FAULT. WE ARE EXPERIENCING
OUTAGES IN

Sent - 6/,2/,1106:52am

PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>8 hrs]
Event #1302115
Location: 1145 3RD ST NE, WASHTNGTON DC 200023405
Fdr: 14537
Customers Out: 162
Began: 06-01-11 22:51
ETR: 06-02-11 12:00
Cause: DUE TO AN UNDERGROUND CABLE FAULT. WE ARE EXPERIENCING
OUTAGES IN



Sent - 61A1106:53am
PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>8 hrs]
Event #1302113
Location: 250 K SR NE #317, WASHINGTON DC 20002-3381
Fdr: 14538
Customers Out: 451
Began: 06-01-11 22:53
ETR: 06-02-11 12:00
Cause: DUE TO AN UNDERGROUND CABLE FAULT, WE ARE EXPERIENCING
OUTAGES IN

Sent - 61211106:55am

PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>8 hrs]
Event #1302126
LOCAt|ON: 36 K ST NW 1ST FL. WASHINGTON DC 200011329
Fdr: 14531
Customers Out: 80
Began: 06-01-1 1 22:54
ETR: 06-02-11 12:00
CAuse: DUE TO AN UNDERGROUND CABLE FAULT. WE ARE EXPERIENCING
OUTAGES IN

Northwest LVAC Network Group (6 feeders) as of @06:55am 612111.
Customer counts are in bold type if count changed from previous list.
14531- 80 customers
14535 - 425 customers
14536 - 23 customers
14537 - lO2customers
14538 - 4Sl customers
14539 - 356 customers

Total = 1497 customers report off of this network @ 6:55 am 612111.

Fifth set of email notifications related to the switching and restoration of the outage,
related to the 2no outage:

Sent - 61A1102:31pm
PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>100 customers]
Event #1302412
Location: 250 K ST NE 905, WASHINGTON DC 20002 3381
Fdr: 14538
Customers Out: 207
Began: 06-02-1 I 14:25



ETR: 06-02-11 18:00
Cause: UNKNOWN

Sent - 61?/1105:34pm
PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>100 customers]
Event #1302507
Location: 250 K ST NE #615, WASHINGTON DC 200023381
Fdr: 14538
Customers Out: 207
Began: 06-02-11 17:19
ETR: 06-02-11 23:00
Cause: UNKNOWN

No more additional pages were generated after this period related to the Northwest
LVAC Network Group.
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Pepco Attachment 4-5: Pepco's Notifications to Outside Agencies

Pepco's Internal RIC (Resource Information Coordinator) personneladvised outside
agencies on a regular basis. This document provides a summary of these efforts.

RtC's June 1 documentation for May 31,2011 advisemenfs; This information was
emailed internally at 9:32am onOl1111.

Northwest Network Group Benning Sub#7/230 Incident
At 14:36 hrs, Operations received a report from DCFB of a manhole smoking at
1't & Pierce Streets NE, in the District of Columbia.

At 14:19 hrs, Network feeder 14536 tripped out of Sub#7/230 Benning

No customer load was affected; Underground crews were dispatched to
investigate.

At 15:52 hrs, System Operations Shift Supervisor tripped the Northwest Network
Group out of Benning Sub#7/230 due to the loss of 14536, 14539 & 14531
feeders associated with the earlier manhole smoking incident at 1" & Pierce
Streets NE. which affected approximately 1,500 customers.

Crews are on site assessing the damage. No ETR is available at this time.

The following areas are affected in the General vicinity of "H" St. NE. North to
New York Ave. and 7th St. NE. West to 3'd St. NW.

Notifications, updates were provided to the following internal and external
agencies regarding damage assessment and restoration etforts of this on going
incident.

PEP Media Relations
PEP Government Affairs
PEP Key Accounts
HSDCEMA
DCOPC
DCPSC

RtC's June 2 documentation for June 1 advisements.'This information was
emailed internally at 9:55 hrs on 612111.

Northwest Network Group Benning Sub#7/230 Incident - Follow for on going
outage - new information in bold

Multiple inquiries were received from PEP Media & Government Affairs and Key
Accounts throughout day and evening hours regarding this on going incident.

At 1436 hrs, Operations received a report from DCFB of a manhole smoking at
1't & Pierce Streets NE, in the District of Columbia. At 1419 hrs, Network feeder
14536 tripped out of Sub#7/230 Benning No customer load was affected;
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Pepco Attachment 4-5: Pepco's Notifications to Outside Agencies

Underground crews were dispatched to investigate. At 1552 hrs, System
Operations Shift Supervisor tripped the Northwest Network Group out of Benning
Sub#7/230 due to the loss of 14536, 14539 & 14531 feeders associated with the
earlier manhole smoking incident at 1" & Pierce Streets NE. which affected
approximately 1,500 customers.

Crews are on site assessing the damage. No ETR is available at this time.

The following areas are affected in the General vicinity of 'H' St. NE. North to
New York Ave. and 7th St. NE. West to 3'd St. NW.

At21:02 hrs. on Wednesday 6/1 the Northwest Network Group Benning
Sub#7/230 was restored.

Feeder 14539 relayed back out however load of remaining feeders were within
limits and all load load appeared to be restored.

At22:49 hrs. Feeder 14536 tripped out.

At22:50 hrs. The Northwest Network Group at Benning Sub #7 was opened by

supervisory.

Approximately 1,500 customer affected

At 04:30 hrs. (Thur. 6/2) SOS advised that work was still ongoing with new
restoration time of 12 noon on Thursday 6/2

At 09:30 hrs. SOS advised that in an effort to expedite the restoration cables will
be run above ground along 1tt St. between "L" & "M" Sts.

Notifications and updates were provided throughout the day, evening and
morning hours to the following internal and external agencies regarding damage
assessment and restoration efforts for this on going incident.

PEP Media Relations
PEP Government Affairs
PEP Key Accounts
HSDCEMA
DCOPC
DCPSC

R C's June 3 documentation for June 2 advisemenfs.'This information was
emailed internally at 10:17 am on 6/3/11

Northwest Network Group Benning Sub#7/230 Incident - Follow for on going
outage - new information in bold

Multiple inquiries were received from PEP Media & Government Affairs and Key
Accounts throughout day and evening hours regarding this on going incident.

At 14:36 hrs, Operations received a report from DCFB of a manhole smoking at
1't & Pierce Streets NE, in the District of Columbia. At 1419 hrs, Network feeder
14536 tripped out of Sub#7/230 Benning No customer load was affected;
Underground crews were dispatched to investigate. At 1552 hrs, System
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Pepco Attachment 4-5: Pepco's Notifications to Outside Agencies

Operations Shift Supervisor tripped the Northwest Network Group out of Benning
Sub#7/230 due to the loss of 14536, 14539 & 14531 feeders associated with the
earlier manhole smoking incident at 1" & Pierce Streets NE. which affected
approximately 1,500 customers.

Crews are on site assessing the damage. No ETR is available at this time.

The following areas are affected in the General vicinity of "H" St. NE. North to
New York Ave. and 7th St. NE. West to 3'd St. NW.

At21:02 hrs. on Wednesday 6/1 the Northwest Network Group Benning
Sub#7/230 was restored.

Feeder 14539 relayed back out however load of remaining feeders were within
limits and all load load appeared to be restored.

4t22.49 hrs. Feeder 14536 tripped out.

At 22:50 hrs. The Northwest Network Group at Benning Sub #7 was opened by
supervisory.

Approximately 1 500 customer affected
At 04:30 hrs. (Thur. 6/2) SOS advised that work was still ongoing with new
restoration time of 12 noon on Thursday 6/2

At 0930 hrs. (Thur. 6/2) SOS advised that in an effort to expedite the restoration
cables will be run above ground along 1tt St. between "L" & "M" Sts.

At 10:00 hrs. IMT conference call reported the following status of the
restoration of the network group:

14536 and 14531 feeders - cable repairs have been completed.

14539 feeder repairs underway. Expect to be complete around 11 :00

ETR's being published for 12:00 PM to customers impacted by this outage
Updates from the command center are being provided to PHI Media,
Government Affairs. Updates are also being provided to PJM, RFG and
FERC

At 13=47 hrs Sub #7 Northwest Network Group was restored and the
majority of customer have been restored

At2O:29 hrs. All customer load has been restored; Feeder 14536 has a fault
which is being located.

Notifications and updates were provided throughout the day, evening and
morning hours to the following internal and external agencies regarding damage
assessment and restoration efforts for this on going incident.

PEP Media Relations
PEP Government Affairs
PEP Key Accounts
HSDCEMA
DCOPC
DCPSC
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Pepco Attachment 4-5: Pepco's Notifications to Outside Agencies

Day after documenting actions taken on June 3, 4, & 5,2011
Northwest Network Group Benning Sub#7/230 Incident

No additional outage information related to this event was documented in this
report.

R C's June 6 documentation.

Northwest Network Group Benning Sub#7/230 Incident
At20:42 hrs, on Monday June 6, the Benning "Northwest Network Group" was
restored to its new configuration. All protectors in that group have been checked
to ensure proper operating conditions and all phasing locations checked O.K.



ATTAGHMENT NO.4.3
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ATTACHMENT NO. 4.4



First set of email notifications related to the outage, related to the beginning of the
outage:

Sent via email - 5131111 4:05pm
PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>100 customers]
Event #1301438
Location: 200 K ST NW#001, WASHINGTON DC 200015501
Fdr: 14537
Customers Out: 134
Began: 05-31-11 15:55
ETR: 05-31-11 22:00
Cause: UNKNOWN

Sent via email - 5131111 4:11pm
PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>100 customers]
Event #1301443
Location: 750 1sr ST NE, WASHTNGTON DC 200024241
Fdr: 14535
Customers Out:427
Began:05-31-11 15:56
ETR: 05-31-11 23:00
Cause: UNKNOWN

Sent via email - 5131111 4:05pm
PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>100 customers]
Event #1301445
Location: 1200 N CAPITOL ST NW *APT A603. WASHINGTON DC 200027510
Fdr: 14539
Customers Out: 261
Began: 05-31-1 1 15257
ETR: 05-31-11 23:00
Cause: UNKNOWN

Sent via email - 5131111 4:01pm
PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>100 customers]
Event #1301446
Location: 901 NEW JERSEY AV NW#1007, WASHINGTON DC 200015286
Fdr: 14538
Customers Out: 183
Began:05-31-11 15:58
ETR: 05-31-11 20:00
Cause: UNKNOWN

Sent via email - 5131111 4:12pm
PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>100 customers]
Event #1301454
Location: 201 | ST NE #904. WASHINGTON DC 200024471
Fdr: 14535



Customers Out:414
Began:05-31-11 16:00
ETR: 05-31-11 23:00
Cause: UNKNOWN

No email notification sent for feeders 14531and 14536 outages due to not
meeting the greater than 100 customer's criteria (customer counts of 80 and 67
respectively).

Second set of email notifications related to the outage, related to eight hours into
the outage: At this stage, we were still in evaluating the extent of damage and
hence, ETR

were not available.

Sent- 5131111 10:31pm
PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>8 hrs]
Event #1 301 396
Location: 1140 N CAPITOL ST NW. WASHINGTON DC 200027583
Fdr: 14531
Customers Out: 80
Began: 05-31-11 14=31
ETR: UNAVAILABLE
Cause: UNKNOWN

Sent - 5131111 11:55pm
PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>8 hrs]
Event #1301438
Location: 200 K ST NW #001, WASHINGTON DC 200015501
Fdr:14537
Customers Out: 162
Began: 05-31-11 15:55
ETR: UNAVAILABLE
Cause: WE ARE CURRENTLY EXPERIENCING POWER OUTAGES IN

Sent- 5131111 11:57pm
PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>8 hrs]
Event #1301445
Location: 1200 N CAPITOL ST NW.APT A603. WASHINGTON DC 200027510
Fdr: 14539
Customers Out: 354
Began: 05-31-11 15=57
ETR: UNAVAILABLE
Cause: WE ARE CURRENTLY EXPERIENCING POWER OUTAGES ]N



Sent - 5131111 11:57pm
PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>8 hrs]
Event #1 301435
Location: 145 N ST NE #A, WASHINGTON DC 20002-3371
Fdr: 14536
Customers Out: 24
Began: 05-31-1 I 15:57
ETR: UNAVAILABLE
Cause: UNKNOWN

Sent- 5131111 11:57pm
PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>8 hrs]
Event #1 301 436
LOCAI|ON: 750 1ST ST NE, WASHINGTON DC 200024241
Fdr: 14535
Customers Out: 428
Began:05-31-11 15:56
ETR: UNAVAILABLE
Cause:WE ARE CURRENTLY EXPERIENCING POWER OUTAGES IN

Sent - 5131111 11:59pm
PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>8 hrs]
Event #1301446
Location: 901 NEW JERSEY AV NW#1007, WASHINGTON DC 200015286
Fdr: 14538
Customers Out: 452
Began:05-31-11 15:58
ETR: UNAVAILABLE
Cause: WE ARE CURRENTLY EXPERIENCING POWER OUTAGES IN

Third set of email notifications related to the outage, related to the second failure into the
outage:

Sent - 611111 10:49pm
PSC Alert: (DC)M|nor Event[>100 customers]
Event #1 3021 09
Location: 1200 N CAPITOL ST NW.APT 8804, WASHINGTON DC 200027521
Fdr: 14539
Customers Out: 261
Began: 06-01-1 1 22:45
ETR: 06-02-11 02:00
Cause: UNKNOWN



Sent - 611111 10:55pm
PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>100 customers]
Event #1302113
Location: 250 K SR NE #317, WASHINGTON DC 20002-3381
Fdr: 14538
Customers Out: 206
Began: 06-01 -11 22:53
ETR: 06-02-11 03:00
Cause: WE ARE CURRENTLY EXPERIENCING POWER OUTAGES lN

Sent - 611111 10:55pm
PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>100 customers]
Event #1302111
Location: 201 | ST NE #811, WASHINGTON DC 200024469
Fdr: 14535
Customers Out: 411
Began: 06-01-11 22:51
ETR: 06-02-11 03:00
Cause: UNKNOWN

Sent - 611111 11:00pm
PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>100 customers]
Event #1302122
Location: 200 K ST NW#504, WASHINGTON DC 200015505
Fdr: 14537
Customers Out: 134
Began: 06-01-1 1 22=54
ETR: 06-02-11 03:00
Cause:WE ARE CURRENTLY EXPERIENCING POWER OUTAGES IN

Sent - 611111 11=14pm

PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>100 customers]
Event #1302118
Location: 901 NEW JERSEY AV NW #513. WASHINGTON DC 2OOO1-1445
Fdr: 14538
Customers Out: 183
Began: 06-01-11 22:55
ETR: 06-02-11 06:00
Cause: UNKNOWN

Sent - 612111 12:21am
PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>100 customers]
Event #1302115
LOCAt|ON: 1145 3RD ST NE, WASHINGTON DC 2OOO234O5
Fdr: 14537
Customers Out: 162
Began: 06-01-1 1 22=51
ETR: 06-02-11 12:0Q
Cause:WE ARE CURRENTLY EXPERIENCING POWER OUTAGES IN



Fourth set of email notifications related to the outage, related to eight hours into the 2no

outage:

Sent - 61211106:45am

PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>8 hrs]
Event #1302109
Location: 1200 N CAPITOL ST NW.APT 8804. WASHINGTON DC 200027521
Fdr: 14539
Customers Out: 356
Began: 06-01-1 1 22=45
ETR: 06-02-11 12:00
CAuSe: DUE TO AN UNDERGROUND CABLE FAULT, WE ARE EXPERIENCING
OUTAGES IN

Sent - 61A1106:49am
PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>8 hrs]
Event #1302110
Location: 131 M ST NE, WASHINGTON DC 20002-0000
Fdr: 14536
Customers Out: 23
Began: 06-01-1 1 22:49
ETR: 06-02-11 12:00
Cause: DUE TO AN UNDERGROUND CABLE FAULT. WE ARE EXPERIENCING
OUTAGES IN

Sent - 61A1106:52am
PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>8 hrs]
Event #1302111
Location: 201 | ST NE #811, WASHINGTON DC 200024469
Fdr: 14535
Customers Out: 425
Began: 06-01-1 1 22=51
ETR: 06-02-11 12:00
Cause: DUE TO AN UNDERGROUND CABLE FAULT. WE ARE EXPERIENCING
OUTAGES IN

Sent - 61A1106:52am
PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>8 hrs]
Event #1302115
LOCAI|ON: 1145 3RD ST NE, WASHINGTON DC 2OOO234O5
Fdr: 14537
Customers Out: 162
Began: 06-01-1122:51
ETR: 06-02-11 12:OO

Cause: DUE TO AN UNDERGROUND CABLE FAULT. WE ARE EXPERIENCING
OUTAGES IN



Sent - 61211106:53am

PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>8 hrs]
Event #1302113
Location: 250 K SR NE #317, WASHINGTON DC 20002-3381
Fdr: 14538
Customers Out: 451
Began: 06-01-1 1 22:53
ETR: 06-02-11 12:00
Cause: DUE TO AN UNDERGROUND CABLE FAULT. WE ARE EXPERIENCING
OUTAGES IN

Sent - 61U1106:55am
PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>8 hrs]
Event #1302126
LOCAI|ON: 36 K ST NW 1ST FL, WASHINGTON DC 200011329
Fdr: 14531
Customers Out: 80
Began: 06-01-1 1 22=54
ETR: 06-02-11 12:00
Cause: DUE TO AN UNDERGROUND CABLE FAULT, WE ARE EXPERIENCING
OUTAGES IN

Northwest LVAC Network Group (6 feeders) as of @06:55am 612111.
Customer counts are in bold type if count changed from previous list.
14531- 80 customers
14535 - 425 customers
14536 - 23 customers
14537 - l62customers
14538 - 4Sl customers
14539 - 356 customers

Total = 1497 customers report off of this network @ 6:55 am 612111.

Fifth set of email notifications related to the switching and restoration of the outage,
related to the 2nd outage:

Sent - 61A1102:31pm
PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>100 customers]
Event #1302412
Location: 250 K ST NE 905, WASHINGTON DC 20002 3381
Fdr: 14538
Customers Out: 207
Began: 06-02-1 1 14:25



ETR: 06-02-11 18:00
Cause: UNKNOWN

Sent - 61211105:34pm

PSC Alert: (DC)Minor Event[>100 customers]
Event #1302507
Location: 250 K ST NE #615, WASHINGTON DC 200023381
Fdr: 14538
Customers Out: 207
Began: 06-02-11 17:19
ETR: 06-02-1123:00
Cause: UNKNOWN

No more additional pages were generated after this period related to the Northwest
LVAC Network Group.
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Public Service Commission of the District of Columbia - Case N0. 1062 Data Request 5

Pepco Attachment 4-5: Pepco's Notifications to Outside Agencies

Pepco's lnternal RIC (Resource Information Coordinator) personnel advised outside
agencies on a regular basis. This document provides a summary of these efforts.

RrC's June 1 documentation for May 31, 2011 advisemenfs: This information was
emailed internally at 9:32am on 611111.

Northwest Network Group Benning Sub#7/230 Incident
At 14:36 hrs, Operations received a report from DCFB of a manhole smoking at
1't & Pierce Streets NE, in the District of Columbia.

At 14:19 hrs, Network feeder 14536 tripped out of Sub#7/230 Benning

No customer load was affected; Underground crews were dispatched to
investigate.

At 15:52 hrs, System Operations Shift Supervisor tripped the Northwest Network
Group out of Benning Sub#7/230 due to the loss of 14536, 14539 & 14531
feeders associated with the earlier manhole smoking incident at 1" & Pierce
Streets NE. which affected approximately 1,500 customers.

Crews are on site assessing the damage. No ETR is available at this time.

The following areas are affected in the General vicinity of "H" St. NE. North to
New York Ave. and 7th St. NE. West to 3'd St. NW.

Notifications, updates were provided to the following internal and external
agencies regarding damage assessment and restoration efforts of this on going
incident.

PEP Media Relations
PEP Government Affairs
PEP Key Accounts
HSDCEMA
DCOPC
DCPSC

R C's June 2 documentation for June I advisemenfs.'This information was
emailed internally at 9:55 hrs on 612111.

Northwest Network Group Benning Sub#7/230 Incident - Follow for on going
outage - new information in bold

Multiple inquiries were received from PEP Media & Government Affairs and Key
Accounts throughout day and evening hours regarding this on going incident.

At 1436 hrs, Operations received a report from DCFB of a manhole smoking at
1't & Pierce Streets NE, in the District of Columbia. At 1419 hrs, Network feeder
14536 tripped out of Sub#7/230 Benning No customer load was affected;



Public Service Commission of the District of Columbia - Case N0. 1062 Data Request 6

Pepco Attachment 4-5: Pepco's Notifications to Outside Agencies

Underground crews were dispatched to investigate. At 1552 hrs, System
Operations Shift Supervisor tripped the Northwest Network Group out of Benning
Sub#7/230 due to the loss of 14536, 14539 & 14531feeders associated with the
earlier manhole smoking incident at 1't & Pierce Streets NE. which affected
approximately 1,500 customers.

Crews are on site assessing the damage. No ETR is available at this time.

The following areas are affected in the General vicinity of "H" St. NE. North to
New York Ave. and 7th St. NE. West to 3'd St. NW.

At21:02 hrs. on Wednesday 6/1 the Northwest Network Group Benning
Sub#7/230 was restored,

Feeder 14539 relayed back out however load of remaining feeders were within
limits and all load load appeared to be restored.

At22:49 hrs. Feeder 14536 tripped out.

At22:50 hrs. The Northwest Network Group at Benning Sub #7 was opened by

supervisory.

Approximately 1,500 customer affected

At 04:30 hrs. (Thur. 6/2) SOS advised that work was still ongoing with new
restoration time of 12 noon on Thursday 6/2

At 09:30 hrs. SOS advised that in an effort to expedite the restoration cables will
be run above ground along 1u St. between "L" & "M" Sts.

Notifications and updates were provided throughout the day, evening and
morning hours to the following internal and external agencies regarding damage
assessment and restoration efforts for this on going incident.

PEP Media Relations
PEP Government Atfairs
PEP Key Accounts
HSDCEMA
DCOPC
DCPSC

R C's June 3 documentation for June 2 advisemenfs.'This information was
emailed internally at 10:17 am on 613111.

Northwest Network Group Benning Sub#7/230 Incident - Follow for on going
outage - new information in bold

Multiple inquiries were received from PEP Media & Government Affairs and Key
Accounts throughout day and evening hours regarding this on going incident.

At 14:36 hrs, Operations received a report from DCFB of a manhole smoking at
1st& Pierce Streets NE, in the District of Columbia. At 1419 hrs, Network feeder
14536 tripped out of Sub#7/230 Benning No customer load was affected;
Underground crews were dispatched to investigate. At 1552 hrs, System
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Pepco Attachment 4-5: Pepco's Notifications to Outside Agencies

Operations Shift Supervisor tripped the Northwest Network Group out of Benning
Sub#7/230 due to the loss of 14536, 14539 & 14531 feeders associated with the
earlier manhole smoking incident at 1't & Pierce Streets NE. which affected
approximately 1,500 customers.

Crews are on site assessing the damage. No ETR is available at this time.

The following areas are affected in the General vicinity of "H" St. NE. North to
New York Ave. and 7th St. NE. West to 3'd St. NW.

At21:02 hrs. on Wednesday 6/1 the Northwest Network Group Benning
Sub#7/230 was restored.

Feeder 14539 relayed back out however load of remaining feeders were within
limits and all load load appeared to be restored.

At22:49 hrs. Feeder 14536 tripped out.

At22:50 hrs. The Northwest Network Group at Benning Sub #7 was opened by
supervisory.

Approximately I 500 customer affected
At 04:30 hrs. (Thur. 6/2) SOS advised that work was still ongoing with new
restoration time of 12 noon on Thursday 6/2

At 0930 hrs. (Thur. 6/2) SOS advised that in an effort to expedite the restoration
cables will be run above ground along 1't St. between "L" & "M" Sts.

At 10:00 hrs. IMT conference call reported the following status of the
restoration of the network group:

14536 and 14531 feeders - cable repairs have been completed.

14539 feeder repairs underway. Expect to be complete around 11:00

ETR's being published for 12:00 PM to customers impacted by this outage
Updates from the command center are being provided to PHI Media,
Government Affairs. Updates are also being provided to PJM, RFC and
FERC

At13z47 hrs Sub #7 Northwest Network Group was restored and the
majority of customer have been restored

At20:29 hrs. All customer load has been restored; Feeder 14536 has a fault
which is being located.

Notifications and updates were provided throughout the day, evening and
morning hours to the following internal and external agencies regarding damage
assessment and restoration efforts for this on going incident.

PEP Media Relations
PEP Government Affairs
PEP Key Accounts
HSDCEMA
DCOPC
DCPSC
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Pepco Attachment 4-5: Pepco's Notifications to Outside Agencies

Day after documenting actions taken on June 3, 4, & 5, 2011
Northwest Network Group Benning Sub#7/230 Incident

No additional outage information related to this event was documented in this
report.

R C's June 6 documentation.

Northwest Network Group Benning Sub#7/230 Incident
At20:42 hrs, on Monday June 6, the Benning "Northwest Network Group" was
restored to its new configuration. All protectors in that group have been checked
to ensure proper operating conditions and all phasing locations checked O.K.



POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA FORMAL CASE NO. 1062

RESPONSE TO STAFF DATA REQUEST NO. 1

QUESTION NO. 5

O. In a June 2,2011, 4:00 a.m. press release, Pepco states that it restored power at
about 9:00 p.m. on June 1, but that approximately an hour later, the cables
"failed again" causing a new outage. Describe in detail why Pepco believes this
was a new outage, rather than an unsuccessful attempt to restore service. lf
different equipment failed, or other circumstances differ from the "first" outage,
please identify that equipment or those circumstances in detail. lf Pepco
maintains that the outage occurring at approximately 10 p.m. on June 1 was a
separate outage, provide answers to each of the above questions for that
separate outage,

RESPONSE:
A. As discussed in more detail in Response 1-4 and 1-6, Pepco does not maintain

that the network was restored at 9:00 p.m. on June 1,2011. Upon further review
of the event, Pepco clarifies that the June 1 efforl was an unsuccessful attempt to
restore the network.

Pase 17 of23



POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA FORMAL CASE NO. 1062

RESPONSE TO STAFF DATA REQUEST NO. 1

QUESTION NO. 6

O. Pepco estimated the time for restoration of service in press releases issued on
June 1 and June 2 2011. lf power was not restored within those time estimates,
explain in detail the reasons why they were not timely restored.

A. As discussed in more detail in Response 1-4 and 1-6, Pepco does not maintain
that the network was restored at 9:00 p.m. on June 1,2011. Upon further review
of the event, Pepco clarifies that the June 1 effort was an unsuccessful attempt to
restore the network.

Page 18 of23



A.

POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA FORMAL CASE NO. 1062

RESPONSE TO STAFF DATA REQUEST NO. 1

QUESTION NO. 7

O. Describe in detail any power outage preventive actions in the location of the
subject outage undertaken by Pepco prior to the power outage of May 31.

RESPONSE:
As mentioned in Response to DC-PSC 1-3, Pepco has a planning process to
review the load on its network system, including the inclusion of projected load.
Pepco's Planning staff performed load flow analysis on this Benning Northwest
Network Group as part of its 2-year review of the normal and emergency feeder
loading. Pepco's Planning staff also performed actual loading studies after the
summer of 2010 and compared the data with its planning projections. Based
upon this analysis, certain construction activities were recommended for spring
2012 completion. These construction activities are progressing consistent with
the planned schedules. Further details of the construction plans are provided in
Response DC-PSC 1-3.
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POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA FORMAL CASE NO. 1062

RESPONSE TO STAFF DATA REQUEST NO. 1

QUESTION NO. 8

O. Describe any lessons learned and any potential activities by Pepco that could
prevent the recurrence of incidents similar to the one that occurred on May 31.

A. Pepco is presently undertaking a full review of the events associated with the
shutdown of the Northwest Network Group. By August 2011 a detailed report will
be prepared with a set of lessons learned and an action plan to address
opportunities to prevent the recurrence of incidents similar to the one that
occurred on May 31,2011.

In the interim, there are several items identified as opportunities that are
presently being evaluated. These opportunities will be further evaluated and a
new prioritized action items will be provided. The present opportunities identified
that would prevent the recurrence of an incident similar to the one that occurred
on May 31 include various Planning and Engineering and Operational
improvements.
1. Ensure that Geographical lnformation System (GlS) accurately and

appropriately account for customers' supply;

2. Ensure that GIS accurately incorporates equipment attributes (for
example, cable size) from the Inspection and Maintenance information
and Network load readings. Perform regular GIS verification to improve
the processes associated with feeder and network analysis;

3. Review the method for forecasting load in individual neighborhoods to
ensure that all potential development in high growth areas is taken into

account;

4. Install monitoring to provide near real-time visibility of system conditions at
key locations and develop a systems tool that integrates this near real-
time information for evaluation by System Operations personnel;

5. Review network restoration plans to be utilized during adverse system
conditions;

6. Review critical procedures such as the grounding and tagging of primary

feeders before splicing and cable testing requirements upon completion of
repairs.
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Present Activities: Pepco has begun reviewing its underground networks in
order to identify potential locations where cable size shown in the GIS system
may be larger than what actually exists in the field. Using the Easypower model,
Pepco will determine if any corrective actions - including cable replacement -
are required.
Pepco has identified 8 networks (including the Northwest Network Group) where
network load is projected to be greater than 80% of the rated capacity. Pepco will
spot check the manholes in heavily loaded areas to evaluate the condition of the
equipment, validate the accuracy of the model and take corrective action as
necessary.
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POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA FORMAL CASE NO. 1062

RESPONSE TO STAFF DATA REQUEST NO. 1

QUESTION NO. 9

O. Provide details of any failure analysis conducted by Pepco on the equipment
involved in the outage. Explain the reasons if no failure analysis is planned.

A. The root cause of the network shutdown has been
overloading of the network feeder cables. As
investigation is not necessary.

clearly identified as being the
a result, a forensic cable
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